ETF2012S
ETF2018S

This fire suit has been designed for structural and external
firefighting. This design provides the wearer with a unique
combination of exceptional comfort and minimal bulk. The suit itself
is manufactured using Nomex Outershell Tough, in conjunction with
a PU membrane, lined with an Aramid quilt.

Composition

Size

Inventory

Nomex Outershell Tough

S-2XL

Please enquire

PU Membrane

Reg/Tall

Aramid Quilt Lining

Product Features
2012S Features
Panelled front with full storm guard concealing zip and velcro centre fastening
Raglan sleeve combined with full underam gusset in red for freedom of movement.
Reinforced shoulder and elbows for excessive wear and tear
Radio pockets to left & right chest area with velcro fastening flap
Two lower hip internal pockets with velcro fastening flaps
One vertical internal napoleon pockets accessed from under stormguard
Integrated thumb loops in ribbed cuff
Ergonomic elbows to allow freedom of movement and reduce bulk
Full collar with adjustable tab to ensure full neck coverage
Back hem shaped to allow maximum overlap with trouser
2 x 75mm reflective tape around torso and sleeves. 2 x 75mm
vertical stripes on back panel

2018S Features
Over-trouser with centre front concealed zip fastening covered with storm guard with velcro fastening
Ergonomic legs to allow ease of movement and reduce bulk when knelt
Two side cargo pockets with velcro fastening flap
Side waist adjusters to reduce waist for a comfortable fit without compromising airflow
Increased back waist height to ensure full coverage to lumbarregion
Fully adjustable and detachable elastic braces
H bar is also adjustable
Two rows of 75mm reflective tape to lower legs and vertical stripe up legs
Reinforced and padded knee area notched to minimise bulk
Back hem scalloped to reduce wear and tear
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